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Abstract: We propose a new
w approach to opinion miningg that
relies not on explicit
e
occurreences of opinionns in economic texts
but on implicitt ones extractedd from the polaarity of the discuussed
economic subbtopic. We provve that the maajority of econnomic
texts contain personal opinions that can be retrieved based
b
solely on the implicit opinions within. We rely onn cooccurrences of economic inddicators and fuuture state moddifiers
to determine the polarity of
o each text. We benchmarkk the
method’s results with those obtained
o
using SentiWordNet.
S
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1. INTRODU
UCTION
Generally the focus inn opinion minning has beenn on
analyzing occcurrences of dirrect opinions in
i the studied texts.
t
However therre are domainns where thiss approach is less
adequate, wheere we need to broaden
b
this perspective in ordder to
detect opinionns that only derive
d
from coontext and aree not
expressed dirrectly. We liimit the anallysis to econnomic
documents. Thhe paper continnues by discusssing the state of
o the
art, the propossed system is deescribed in Secction 3, while reesults
and conclusionns follow in Secctions 4 and 5.

2. STATE OF
O THE ART
T
One of the most influential works in thhe field was thhat of
Pang and Leee (2008), where documennts were classsified
according to thhe overall opiniions expressed.. Wiebe et al. (22005)
discriminated between subjeective and objeective sentencess. To
achieve betterr granularity thhe focus shiftedd to determininng the
polarity of exppressed opinionns, ranging from
m a positive/neggative
dichotomy to more complexx classificationns based on oppinion
strength (Chenn and Chiu, 20009). SentiWorddNet – SWN - (Esuli
(
and Sebastianni, 2006) was created
c
to assiggn a polarity to
t all
words in the WordNet (Felllbaum, 1998) dictionary. Alll the
p
of expplicit opinions in
i the
methods abovve rely on the presence
analyzed textss
Regardingg economics, in a study regarding sentiiment
analysis on financial
fi
blogs,, Ferguson et.aal. (Ferguson et
e al.
2009) showedd that using paragraph levell annotations and
a
a
Bayesian classsifier, more than
t
60% of the analyzed texts
contained peersonal opinioons. However their study was
restrained to teexts that expliccitly referred to companies listted in
the S&P 500 index. Mainstrream media hass been addresseed by
Ahmad et al. (2006). Furthhermore opinionns expressed inn the
press have beeen linked to reelations betweeen listed comppanies
and to their sttock prices (Kuu et al. 2006). The lack of exxplicit
opinions does not always im
mply the lack off an overall opiinion.
Amigo et al. (2009)
(
showed that the mere mention
m
of a prooduct
in a review cann express positiive sentiment toowards it.
ED SYSTEM
3. PROPOSE
We propose a method too extract opinnions expresseed in
economic texxts that are presented ass facts. Econnomic

pred
dictions were annalyzed as certaain combination
ns of economicc
indiccators such as “unemploy
oyment”, “pro
oductivity” orr
“ma
arkets” and phrrases (modifierss) that suggest a certain futuree
evollution. The indicators are divided into two su
ubsets. One thatt
conttains indices thhat rise along w
with the econom
my as a wholee
and one with indicees which declinne during a perio
od of economicc
boom
m. We will calll the first “posiitive” indicatorss, and the latterr
“neg
gative”.Modifieers are a collecction of n-gram
ms that indicatee
grow
wth or decreasee of the indicaator they are reeferring to. Ass
with
h the indicators above, the set of modifiers will
w be split intoo
positive and negativve.
The
T
economicc terms and phrases weree obtained byy
expaanding the EcoonomyWatch gllossary, and th
he modifiers byy
expaanding an initiial handpickedd set of wordss signaling ann
increease or decreaase. The first eexpansion reliees on WordNett
(Felllbaum, 1998) synsets and W
WordNet terms whose glossess
conttain occurrencees of terms inn the initial set.The
s
secondd
extraaction methodd employs a Contextual Network
N
Graphh
(Ceg
glowski et al. 2003)
2
that retrieeves terms that tend to appearr
togeether with ones in the initial sett in context.
In
I this experim
ment we used tthe publicly av
vailable articless
from
m The Telegraphh Finance section and its subsections. A totall
of 21106
2
articles published bettween 2007 an
nd 2010 weree
proccessed and withhin the corpus w
we have found 499
4 articles thatt
weree labeled as haaving a negativve bias and 21
16 as having a
positive one.
The
T following task is to findd the polarity of
o the author’ss
econ
nomic forecast from co-occurrrences of econo
omic indicatorss
and future state modifiers.
m
A goood example is that of recentt
discu
ussions about the rise off unemploymeent. The term
m
unem
mployment is ittself a negativee indicator. Wheen the modifierr
attacched to it is a positive
p
one, suuch as “will gro
ow” the overalll
pred
diction is negatiive. Likewise, if the modifier is
i negative, likee
“felll” the result is positive. A sim
mple formula summarizes
s
thee
abov
ve:
(1)
P(O) = P(I) * P(M)
where
w
─P is thee polarity of thee construct
─O the resulting opinionn
─I is the indicator invollved
─And M the attached m
modifier
Not
N all pairs encountered are expression
ns of implicitt
opin
nions. The phhrase “rising unemploymentt could provee
harm
mful for the loocal economy” does not signal a predictionn
abou
ut the evolutionn of the indicatoor. While bearin
ng in mind thatt
overrsimplification could signifi
ficantly reducee the opinionn
extraaction system’s recall, we uused two heuriistics to avoidd
unceertainties similaar to the mentiooned one.
The
T first impossed limitation iis that the indiccator should bee
eitheer a noun (or, if
i the indicatorr is not a unigrram, an n-gram
m
conttaining a noun)) or an adjectivve attached to a neutral noun..
Neu
utral associate nouns
n
are veryy frequent in th
he encounteredd

economic texts, forming constructs such as “economic data”,
“unemployment figures” or “mortality numbers”.
The modifier is limited to the associated verb or, when the
verb suggests a continuous state of fact, an adverb following
that verb, as in “the recovery remains sluggish”. For simplicity
we will refer to the entire family of verbs related to the one in
the previous example as continuers. In order to apply the
heuristic adjustments above, a part-of-speech tagger was used.
Term
POS
Requirements
Indicator
Noun/Noun Phrase
None
Indicator
Adjective
Neutral Noun
Modifier
Verb
None
Modifier
Adverb
Continuer Verb
Tab. 1. Relevant occurrences of key terms
Also, detecting negations of the selected indicators and
modifiers is crucial for the accuracy of the system as the use of
negated terms is often more prevalent than their use without
negation.
A document in which the majority of pairs indicate the
growth of a positive indicator or the decrease of a negative one
will be labeled as having a positive polarity, whereas a
document in which the majority of pairs indicate the growth of
a negative indicator or the decrease of a positive one will have a
negative polarity.

4. RESULTS
The results of the opinion extraction test phase and the
precision and recall of the experiment are presented in Tables 2
and 3 next to the SentiWordNet results on the same corpus.
Note that there are articles in the root sections of both the
positive and negative batches, so that the sum of the articles in
the subsections does not equal the total. Both the positive and
negative sections contain three subsections: jobs, markets and
comments. We denote the positive outcomes as “+”, the
negative ones as “-“ and the neutrals as “=”.
CorAll
+
=
SWN
pus
+
Neg.
All
499
86
252
161
207
Jobs
54
1
35
18
19
Mar253
44
128
81
100
kets
Com. 153 32 73
48
60
Pos.
All
216
87
50
79
63
Jobs
14
4
3
7
4
Mar152
71
31
50
42
kets
Com. 34
11 9
14
11
Tab. 2.Polarity identification test results

SWN
-

SWN
=

288
35
152

4
0
1

91

2

94
7
69

59
3
41

15

8

5. CONCLUSIONS
The SWN recall is consistently close to 100% because the
polarity of all present words is considered and the sum is rarely
close enough to 0 to be considered “neutral”. However the
precision is consistently smaller than the indirect opinion based
system. Also, our system’s recall is linked to the size of the
training corpus, the worst results being obtained for the Jobs
and Comment sections of the positive batch, where the number
of articles is the lowest. Also we note that the comment sections
for both the positive and negative articles present a lower
accuracy compared to the Markets and Jobs sections because of

the much larger number of subjects discussed, from personal
finance to macroeconomics.
Corpus

Precision

Recall

SWN
Precision
53.83

SWN
Recall
91.19

Total
71.37
66.43
Negative
All
74.56
67.74
58.18
99.20
Jobs
97.22
66.67
64.81
100.00
Markets
74.42
67.98
60.32
99.60
Comments 69.52
68.63
60.26
98.69
Positive
All
63.50
63.43
40.13
72.69
Jobs
57.14
50.00
36.36
78.57
Markets
69.61
67.11
37.84
73.03
Comments 55.00
58.82
42.31
76.47
Tab. 3.Polarity identification test precision and recall
By switching focus from explicit opinions in economics to
the quantification of implicit predictions of future economic
outcomes we hope to have created a novel tool for opinion
mining, complementary to existing ones. Future extensions
include the processing of irony and metaphors, both widely
used in financial articles have not been addressed in the current
experiment. In addition to that, there are numerous cases where
outside quotes are used, only to be disagreed with by the
author. This too is a type of negation that needs to be included
in the opinion extraction module. But perhaps The most
important of all future improvements is the addition of more
indicators and modifiers to improve the system’s recall.
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